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Editor’s Note

Can you feel it yet? The feel of the air in this festive season? After months of 
heat and humidity, it �nally becomes crisp and brings with it that wonderful 
touch of the morning chill. The change is subtle and occurring almost 
overnight. The sky seems more blue and the sun brighter. Each passing day, 
�lled with activities, promises and commitments, pleasures and joys, work 
and play, friends and family members; reminding us that sharing the 
occasion and cherishing the moment is all we really need to do. This journey becomes easier 
and memorable because of the bond that we share within our wonderful community; and for 
womenfolk, its embodiment is NWWA.   

This issue of Varuni Newsletter is the �rst after Mrs Reena Lanba assumed the o�ce of President 
NWWA. An inspirational leader, mentor and motivator; she has had a long lasting association 
with all facets and groups of NWWA and unconditionally devotes herself in promoting 
interaction and empowerment of women, and fusing together a well bonded community. Her 
guidance will steer NWWA to a more focused development of our community. Some of her 
recent core areas are covered in the section New Initiatives.

In our featured special interview of the issue, Mrs Reena Lanba speaks to us on her journey from 
childhood to the present day; her love, experiences and lessons in life; and how these 
strengthened her inner self to work relentlessly for the betterment of our community. NWWA 
Activity Report as always brings out the total commitment and involvement of all NWWA groups 
in community support activities, and the published photographs capture the subtle dynamics 
of some of those activities in the preceding few months. 

Finally, the inevitable change takes place at Sanchar too, as we have a new team steering the 
group at the capital city. After having been the Group Coordinator of Sanchar (WR) for two years 
until June 2016, I have now been a�orded this privilege of heading Sanchar at New Delhi. An 
honour indeed and I hope to receive the same support and encouragement as I did in the past 
from all other coordinators and contributors alike.  

Happy Reading!
Rachana Roye
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In Conversation With President Navy Wives Welfare Association.....

Intro – Erudite, intelligent, witty, elegant, charming, driven, spiritual and in love 
with life – These are just a few of the features that come to mind at �irst glance. 

But there is a lot more to her persona. The ease with which she connects is 
what sets her apart. In doing so, Mrs Reena Lanba breaks quite a few myths 

that of the ‘First Lady’, President, NWWA.

Mrs Lanba, you have taken on this prestigious position as President NWWA. Do you feel any difference 
between this position and the positions/portfolios held earlier?

The position of President NWWA has been bestowed upon me. I feel humbled. It is a big responsibility given 
to me by God. I feel there is a lot more expected from me. There are eyes looking at me, wherever I go, what 
I am doing and what I am wearing. But I have had a lot of experience with NWWA. As you are aware, I have 
been Vice President thrice and have done a lot of other things in NWWA. I don’t find it difficult as such on this 
chair. In fact, I am so ambitious about all the things I would like to do for everybody within the naval commu-
nity. I have certain aims. I have a larger vision. This chair has some magic to it. I feel different. I am connecting 
with more people and I feel my horizon has widened.
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You have been involved in NWWA for a long time and you have seen the change that NWWA has under-
gone.  Tell us a little about this change.

NWWA has evolved over the years. I have taken over this role as President NWWA from my seniors, who have 
put in a lot. Over the years, I have been thinking about certain changes, which I plan to bring about. So you 
will be seeing NWWA in an entirely different avatar. 

But, first, for the benefit of so many, especially the youngsters, let me give you an idea of the change in 
NWWA. Earlier NWWA was simpler.  NWWA was mainly about bonding.  Our husbands sailed, we connected, 
we had potlucks and our children got together. That was NWWA.  We had welfare, get-togethers, milans, 
coffee mornings and we enjoyed. It was simple and it was nice. There were some problems. For instance, if 
there were marital problems, senior wives would be involved in counselling. A senior wife would take it on and 
there it was - a solution would be found. 

But as we moved on, as time passed by, things became more difficult and complicated. The numbers in the 
Navy increased, problems increased. Like I 
said, there is a change that has been 
happening in our country, so the effect 
was also felt within the Navy. How? There 
was a time when there was a totally differ-
ent set of families which sent their boys 
into the armed forces. It is very heartening 
to see that now children are coming from 
all over. It is a very good sign. It is a sign 
of progress.  I am very happy to see that.

Do you see this change as a challenge?

The Armed Forces have always been very 
proud about the traditions and customs 
that they have followed. That is what 
makes us different from the world outside. 
These traditions make the Armed Forces 
beautiful and I have enjoyed every little 
thing - the status that is bestowed upon the women is special; the pride and joy when you see your men in 
different sets of the uniform for different occasions is unique; and the get-togethers are enjoyable. My experi-
ences have been varied and different – as an Army child and, as a naval wife, when I saw get-togethers on 
ships, the messes, the sit-down dinners, the foreign delegates coming in, etc. I loved it all !

So when this change began, for people like me, for people of our generation, it was not so pleasant because 
we wanted to continue with these traditions.  Unfortunately or fortunately, I observe a difference in attitude 
amongst the younger people who are joining the Services. It is a challenge for us to understand them, to 
understand what they want from us, what they want from the Navy.  It is difficult for us to accept the behaviour 
patterns. So there is a divide. My effort as President NWWA is to bridge this gap. There has to be no communi-
cation gap if we want to take this forward. They are the future. I want to pass on these rich experiences to 
them. They may not follow it a hundred percent. But somewhere, something will motivate them. I am very 
positive that we can do it. 

Personally, for me, I am a person who believes in hard work. If I have to connect with a lot of people today,       
I will. I will speak to each one of them. But I cannot do it alone. I work as a team and carry everybody         
along. The people of my generation, all of us together have to do this. That is what is going to make a 
difference. So the challenge lies in me motivating my contemporaries. When I relate to youngsters, I feel I can 
mould them. 

I believe in hard work 
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But like I said, Destiny has bestowed very important positions upon me. I believe in performing and, at every 
stage, I have sincerely taken on my responsibilities. I have been  fortunate to have senior ladies as  my role 
models like Mrs Bedi , Mrs Shankar, to name a few. Even today, I continue to learn and seek advice from them.  

Going ahead, we have to make a lot of effort. I remember when my husband took over his First Flag 
appointment as Chief of Staff, Southern Naval Command, I was reminded by  one of my role models to remain 
grounded and never let the power get to me. I assured her I would never change and those words always serve 
as a  ‘check’. I am not going to change.

From your experiences, keeping this change in mind, what are your plans ahead for NWWA?

Bridging the divide is one of the most important goals. Other than this, when we talk of NWWA, one of the 
main aims is to empower women. I strongly believe that when I think or feel very strongly and very deeply, 
something just happens.  When my husband was in Mumbai as C-in-C (West), a close friend - our 
coursemate’s wife – who had been a teacher all her life and had served on several panels of various 
institutions - gave me a call.  We spoke about Welfare and I immediately thought about our ladies.  She knew 
I wanted to do a lot and suggested we affiliate with some institutions outside and introduce some lovely 
courses in NWWA. And before I knew it I was meeting with the Dean of TISS, Mrs Neela Dabir, trying to 
understand what was on her mind, how this would work, what TISS is all about and how we would affiliate 
NWWA with TISS. But I didn’t give her my consent immediately. I needed to understand every aspect and to 
work on it. So, over the next four months, I worked with my team on the tie-up.  I wanted everything to be right, 
leaving no  room for regrets later on. To my delight, we signed the first-of-its-kind MOU with TISS in Mumbai 
this year - a very big step for NWWA. I give myself a lot of credit for this and, of course, to my team as well. 
I feel proud too because sometimes 
opportunities come your way and you just 
let go of them.  But, keeping my vision in 
mind, my experiences in NWWA and 
knowing what was required, I didn’t lose a 
moment to act upon this opportunity.  

We began with one course, the Bachelor of 
Vocational Education in Early Childhood. It is 
subsidised and nominal. To motivate the first 
30 ladies, I decided NWWA would pay 50 
percent of the fee. So after our first 
presentation by the Dean and the 
question-answer session - wherein I also 
took part - that very day, 18 ladies 
registered. I couldn’t be more happy. Mrs 
Dabir had concerns. She  wasn’t sure if we 
could go ahead with less than 25 ladies. But 
to me every lady is important and I insisted 
that she would have to begin even if one 
registers. We have signed an agreement in Delhi too and now it is going to Vizag and Kochi. I wanted to take 
it all over. The idea being that when we start something, the ladies have the flexibility, during the session, when 
the husbands get a transfer, to go on and continue the same course in the next station.

Your core value of empowerment is your driving force. Besides TISS, are there any other initiatives/ 
courses you would like to bring into NWWA?

Yes, TISS is just the beginning. We are opening our doors to many other courses run by ITC, there’s Skill 
India– which is going to take on things we are doing at NWWA and help us conduct the same courses more 
professionally and help us market the things that our ladies are involved in making at the block printing and 
Udyogika units. We are at the initial stage. We are also going to affiliate with NIFT and introduce more courses 
in fashion designing.

Empowerment is the way forward
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You have ‘lived and breathed’ the Services all your life. How has it helped build your persona?

Well, it has really helped me. As a naval wife, my mind was already well-conditioned being an Army kid. Our 
parents brought us up in a disciplined 
manner. My brother and I learnt to rough 
it out living in tents and we braved the 
bitter cold and heat of the North as young 
children. We had to travel 30 kilometers 
every day to school in Udhampur. Our 
parents never really fussed about us, like 
I observe parents today. So we left early 
in the  morning when it was dark and got 
back in the afternoon. There was nothing 
to keep us inside as there was no televi-
sion, so we were outdoors. I remember 
spending the whole day at school, 
coming back at 3-3.30 pm, grabbing a 
quick bite, taking my bicycle and going 
for a swim. On the way back, playing a 
round of badminton and then coming 
home and doing my homework and then 
going off to sleep and then getting up 
early.  Any Army cantonment gives you 
all these facilities and it gives you every-
thing. 

This is how we were conditioned. There 
was simplicity and there was discipline. 
There was no pampering. We grew up 
with a very balanced life. Our expecta-
tions were very low. We ate whatever 
was made at home. For birthday parties, 
I remember my mother used to bake well 
and made everything at home. There was no concept of going out, of giving big gifts and presents. For us, a 
birthday party itself was  a ‘gift’. We were happy with that. 

Our exposure to the world outside 
was minimal. We had not lived in 
any metros. My only passion was 
clothes and I loved to dress well. 
Being in the Services, we couldn’t 
spend more as money was limited. 
My mother would do whatever she 
could.  When we moved to Delhi, I 
was very excited because I was in a 
big city and clothes were my 
passion! I went to TAFS - The Air 
Force School. The atmosphere was 
disciplined so it was not difficult to 
adjust. I went to Jesus and Mary 
Girls College and I had a whale of a 
time.  Although I had friends from 

L-R Anil Lanba (Brother), Cdr (Retd) Rajendra Singh Lanba (Father), 
Mrs Vimla Lanba (Mother), SLt Sunil Lanba

L-R  Moneesha (daughter), Admiral Sunil Lanba, 
Sukiriti (daughter), Mrs Reena Lanba and Adhiraj (son)



The apple of their eyes - Admiral and Mrs Lanba with their grandson Divyaraj
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very rich homes with big cars, and I travelled in a bus, I never felt less because we do lead a royal lifestyle in 
the Armed Forces – even the richest people cannot match it.  In fact I was very proud that I am an Army 
Officer’s daughter. I had changed so many schools that I adapted well -children in the Army always adapt!  I 
also felt those who had grown up in one place had very little to share. I had so much to tell and they were in 
awe. When they would visit my house in Delhi Cantonment, they would love it. 

My upbringing was perfect. My brother too, went on to become a Doctor. He is so successful in his life. I give 
all the credit and success to me as a naval wife and to what I have done for my children and my husband, to 
the way I have been brought up; the way the Armed Forces have groomed me.

From this conversation it is very evident that family is important to you.

It all begins from the family. Unless you feel right there, you cannot do anything right. As a child I grew up in 
a perfect family with the right atmosphere. Then I got married to an ever-supporting and loving husband and 
we had loving children. All the love and affection we gave each other – it all began from there. It has to begin 
from there. Only then can you take it on elsewhere. So family is very important to me and my husband. We 
are Cancerians and we are homebirds and to us home is very important. So I always made an effort to bring 
up my children the way I was brought up and to give them the perfect atmosphere. That is what makes the 
difference. And I am very proud to say that each one of my children have grown up beautifully, they are doing 
very well in their lives and I give a lot of credit to my husband. I always had a soft corner for everything. But 
he was firm in the way we brought them up. Sometimes, I felt he was too firm but now looking back I think 
that what he did was the right thing. He would never budge when it came to food, dressing up or their studies. 
He never gave them big pocket money and he always believed that NCS is the school for them and I very 
proudly say that they are NCS products and they are the most balanced. And they are doing very well in their 
lives.

We never pampered them with staff cars either as he felt these are crutches they could do without. They 
roughed it out in locals and buses. It was because of the way he was brought up. At the age of nine, his father 
sent him to Mayo and from there he went to NDA. My father-in-law is from the Navy.  My father in law is a 
strict disciplinarian, so I see a lot of him in my husband. 
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You have a deep conviction in bonding. What led to that? Why bonding?

I have called this year the ‘Year of Bonding’ and this is another area I am really going to work upon. Our work 
at NWWA has to begin with bonding. I want people to relate with each other. It is so sad that youngsters do 
not relate with one another. They live in their 
own little world with their mobiles and with 
their laptops. They have forgotten to bond. We 
cannot do whatever we want to unless we 
bond. I want youngsters to bond with one 
another; us to bond with youngsters. I want to 
connect. I love connecting with people, know-
ing what they are all about and I want people 
to do that. This is another area of prime 
concern and focus.

As President NWWA has there been any 
recent experience that has touched you the 
most?

Yes. In August this year, I was called to Base 
Hospital as part of the ‘More to Give’ 
campaign on Organ Donation. And I was 
surprised with all that I learnt. I would often 
glance at advertisements and watch some-
thing on television. But I never tried to learn 
more until I really became involved. That day, 
I had to give an interview on NDTV on Organ 
Donation. That is when I felt I need to know 
what Organ Donation is all about. I read about 
it and I actually began to ‘feel’. 

Organ Donation is the need of the hour. Once 
I understood the concept I felt I also needed to 

make those in the Armed 
Forces and amongst 
youngsters, aware about 
the campaign. This has 
really touched my heart. 
And I am making every 
effort to make people in 
the Navy more aware. 
Unless you are aware 
about it and ‘feel’ it, you 
cannot act upon it. So I am 
actively working to create 
awareness on Organ 
Donation  and I hope even-
tually things happen from 
there on.

Bonding

At home, with one and all 
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During the course of our conversation, we discovered that there is a little girl in you, just waiting to 
explore the world.

I just love being a kid because I want to keep that part of me alive. I want to remain that kid. I love that 
innocence. And it goes 
back to spirituality 
because it is all 
innocence.  They say be 
like a child and I love 
being a child. It is so 
de-stressing. When you 
are away from this world 
of adults and begin being 
a child, you realise it is 
beautiful.

In the larger scheme of 
things, within the naval 
community what have 
you planned or are 
planning in the near 
future?

I am very excited about a 
couple of things. I am a 
golfer and I have, as a 
child, played a number of sports like badminton, table tennis and squash. I am a good swimmer. When I 
started playing golf, it was like getting into therapy. It was holistic and it helped me at all levels – physically, 
emotionally and mentally.  It helped me develop a more positive frame of mind. My husband is a golfer too.  
My two younger children were away studying and my elder daughter got married. There was a sudden 
vacuum. My husband suggested that I should pursue my long-lost desire of playing golf actively. Golf is a 
time-consuming sport and although I played I never made time as I was occupied with my children. So I took 
to golf like a fish to water and there has been no looking back. 

Some time back, I was approached by a few ladies - pros at golf – keen to play in the golf tournaments 
organised by the Navy for the officers. I told my husband and before you know it they participated in the next 
tournament. Similarly, a few ladies also expressed a desire to be a part of the marathon where the Navy 
sponsors the officers, but ‘ignores the ladies’. My husband heard me out and, thanks to him, we have 50 
ladies participating in the marathon which is to happen soon. This is one initiative I am really looking forward 
to. I would be taking part in the Dream Run.  

I am a fitness freak.  Exercise does wonders and brings so much joy. Please take to some form of exercise. 
Something that suits you! I want to motivate ladies and remind them about the importance of exercise. So we 
are going to appoint a Yoga Instructor, a Dietician and a Trainer at the Gym.

Apart from this, we are also starting a bicycle club soon. I have bought myself a very swanky bicycle and I 
hope to inspire ladies, young officers and young wives to join in the club. I am very excited about this.  

The Navy, over the years, organises beautiful camps for children, ladies and families. But over the years, I 
have been told, the numbers have gone down! So I am going to be a part of one of these camps to Sangla and 
I hope to motivate ladies and officers to continue with these adventure sports. It brings so much of happiness. 
You go as a family and it is fun.

Scaling greater heights
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Is there anything else Mrs Lanba that you plan to do? 

Yes. I am also excited about another event - away from sports towards music. I believe music is fruit for the 
soul. It connects. I come from a family of singers and music lovers. So I am organising an event, like I said, 
for the youngsters. A Musical Evening with a beautiful theme ‘YO LO’ – You Only Live Once. It is for the young-
sters and with them. I am going to be a part of it.  We are also planning an all women’s band with our own 
ladies. These are a couple of things which are lined up and we are going to experience all of this. For the Navy 
to be a happier and vibrant place, we need to connect! 

Your initiatives are very unlike what is ‘expected’ from the President NWWA!

Yes. I have been telling everybody. Think 
outside the box and that is what is going to 
bring about a change. It is boring to do the 
same old thing and I was tired of that 
boredom. We can afford to think differ-
ently.   I can be well-behaved but I can 
behave differently. I don’t have to be a 
prim and proper person who sits in a place 
and connects very formally with people. I 
don’t want to do that simply because it is 
not me. This is what I feel – this part of my 
personality- that is going to make a differ-
ence. If I have to reach out to the young-
sters, I cannot be overly formal and when-
ever I connect, I like to place myself in the 
other person’s shoes. I have this God-
given gift. It helps me connect better.

We can gather from this that there is a 
certain sense of vibrancy in all that you 
do and are doing. Is it this sense of 
vibrancy that you would like to bring 
about in the NWWA logo?

When I travel abroad, I feel very proud 
about the welfare activities that NWWA 
does and is involved in. There are very few 
countries that are doing so much. We are 
doing a lot more. I have travelled the world 
and I have a lot of exposure. And I always 
try and understand what they are all about 
and I try and imbibe - something that I can 
take back and probably make use of. Like 
I stated earlier, we need to change and 
then I realised it has been a long time since we looked at the NWWA emblem. We need to change it! I am sure 
most of us have seen the NWWA logo in blue and white, with an anchor in the middle and four ladies repre-
senting the four regions, holding hands. NWWA is the anchor which is bonding us together. So I began to feel 
that we need to add energy. What are we actually? What are the women? What do we stand for? What do we 
symbolise? The anchor, which is the wind behind the sails? What does that mean? It is all about the strength, 
the vigour, the vibrancy and the energy. Our NWWA emblem needs orange and red as well to symbolise these 
qualities. So I have invited entries from our creative minds to design a new logo and we should soon have an 
entirely new NWWA emblem with all the four colours – blue, white, red and orange.

Always there



L-R Adhiraj (son), Dhruv Singh (son-in-law), Moneesha (daughter), Mrs Reena Lanba, 
Admiral Sunil Lanba and Sukriti (daughter)
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Coming back to change. Do you feel there is any other thing that will help you push for it to come about?

In this technical age where people are so tech savvy – right from our Prime Minister who is on Twitter and 
connecting with people across the world - I would like to focus on this aspect of connecting with the young-
sters or any and everybody through social media. I don’t want to wait for an occasion to connect. When I think 
of something, I want that thought to go down immediately to everybody, to youngsters and to contemporaries. 
So this is another very important area which I am focussing upon. I want everybody in the community to know 
what we are doing in NWWA. At the same time, when I connect with them and share my thoughts I also hope 
to get feedback. So social media is the fastest way to go about this and we need to tap into this. You cannot 
ignore it. In this day and age, it is very important. I am really working on it and very soon I will be connecting 
with all of you. At the click of a button, people will know what my thoughts are and I will know what they are 
thinking, what their responses and feelings are. So this is going to happen soon.

You have a strong spiritual connect. Would you like to share any specific message? 

This is Kalyug. There is too much of unrest which has affected any and everyone and I have been into and 
really dwelt a lot upon spirituality. I feel each one of us, as a family, should make an effort to grow spiritually. 
Just thank God every day and be grateful with what you have. You see the magic that will happen. Gratitude - 
that is what it is. You just have to say ‘thank you’ every day for whatever you have and you will feel the change 
in and around you. So my message is be at peace with yourself. Only then can you spread peace around. 

- In conversation with Mrs Rachana Roye and Mrs Fanny Chakrabarti
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AROGYA

Arogya endeavours to cater to the 
holistic well-being of our community 
and works towards creating awareness 
about issues relevant to health and 
fitness through its activities and work-
shops. Members of Arogya team 
visited Army Hospital (R&R) and Base 
Hospital Delhi Cantt in the months of 
Apr and May 2016 and met the families 
of naval personnel and their attendants 
admitted there.

BEAUTY PARLOURS

The NWWA beauty parlours, at 
Chanakyapuri,  Naraina and Palam, are being run by talented and professionally qualified naval wives. Cleanli-
ness and hygiene are strictly maintained at all the parlours. Courses of different durations are conducted at 
each of these parlours to train our ladies. In April, a workshop ‘Facials for different skin types’ was conducted 
by our volunteer beautician, Sheila.   During one of the visits at the parlour in Naraina, beauticians were given 
tips on shampoo and hair setting. Two budding beauticians completed a 3-month Basic Course at the parlour 
in Palam, which included theory and practicals. Both the students passed with flying colours. A similar course 
was conducted at the Chanakyapuri parlour in May.

JAGRITI

Education is the focus of Jagriti, which aims to empower young minds to grow to their fullest potential and 
groom a new generation of leaders and change-agents. Main work of Jagriti is related to the NCS, where the 
new academic session started in the month of April. The school remained closed during the months of May 
and June. 

LITTLE ANGELS

In keeping with the tradition of 
striving to inculcate Indian values 
as well as developing the latent 
talents of our toddlers, NWWA runs 
playschools for preschool children 
at Chanakyapuri and Palam.  New 
session began in April in both the 
schools. Five new admissions took 
place at Chanakyapuri and 17 at the 
Palam branch. Renovation has been 
proposed for both the schools by 
the Coordinator. The schools were 
closed in the months of May and 
June for summer vacation. Follow-
ing the vacations, Little Angels has 
reopened with a flurry of educational and adventurous activities lined up for the tots.
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PRAKRITI

Prakriti works towards creating environmental awareness and inculcating the importance of ‘cleanship’, 
conservation and nurturing the environment through its interesting activities.

The group has organised environmental awareness programmes at all NSBs including tree plantation, 
cleanship drives and educative lectures.  A talk on environment conservation followed by an interactive 
session on topics like recycling and waste management was conducted on 30 April at Nau Sena Bagh 
Auditorium, Chanakyapuri by Mrs Sukul, who is working for an NGO. It was attended by about 200 members 
comprising sailors and their families and  ‘Best Garden’ prizes  were given to the winners from Palam, Naraina 
and Chanakyapuri Nau Sena Baghs.

HOSTEL

This hostel is a safe, secure and dependable 
haven for girls of outstation officers who study 
in colleges in Delhi. NWWA members visit it 
regularly to ensure its upkeep and address the 
issues or problems of occupants. Such visits 
help build bridges with the community and 
make the occupants feel assured and 
protected.  To accommodate more occupants 
and to meet the increasing demand, the 
refurbished Naval Girls Hostel was inaugurated 
on 27 May by Mrs Minu Dhowan. Four 
additional rooms have been added to the 
existing structure to increase the capacity of 
the hostel. The hostel has facilities like 
individual beds with storage space, work 
station, recreation and dining and cupboards for each girl. The hostel at present has full occupancy. 

OUTREACH

True to their spirit of reaching out to communities outside the naval fraternity, even the extreme climate did not 
deter the Outreach team from continuing with their 
mission! 

As we all know that NWWA has been associated 
with PalnaTM which is a home for abandoned, 
homeless and destitute children, since long. 
Established in 1978, and located in Qudsia Bagh, 
Old Delhi, it is a haven of peace, security and 
stability for the children who come here. Today, on 
an average, PalnaTM looks after 90-100 children 
ranging in age from new-born babies to 
eight-year-olds.The aim of Palna lies in the 
restoration of childhood, of hope and life itself 
among those who had been completely abandoned.

It is said every little step of goodness adds value to 
a worthy cause. Although NWWA’s contribution and 
association with Palna may be miniscule, our 
involvement and association with this organisation is 
indeed something we can be proud of. 
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PRERNA

A tri-services group that lends a helping hand at oncology wards and provides moral support to patients at 
hospitals, Prerna 
endeavours to 
bring hope and 
light, comfort and 
cheer. Weekly 
visits by 
volunteers have 
continued. On 6th 
April, Prerna gifted 
bed tables for the 
Paediatric Ward. 
An AWWA team 
visited R&R 
Hospital on 19th 
April and was 
taken around the 
oncology wards 
by the chairperson 
and coordinators 
of Prerna. On 5th 
May, the 
chairperson of Prerna and coordinators from the three services met Mrs Krishna Duhan, wife of the 
Commandant of R&R Hospital, to discuss and resolve various issues concerning the oncology 
departments—all suggestions were taken positively. Further, the family section of the Haematology (onco) 
Ward has moved to Level 5 alongside the main ward and day-care wing, enabling better coordination between 
patients, attendants and staff. This has also helped Prerna serve these patients better.

SAHARA

Sahara has been created with the aim to lend support to the family of deceased colleagues. It has continuously 
endeavoured to stand by our ‘Veer Naris’ in their hour of need and extend help by facilitating pensions and 
children’s scholarships as well as enabling their rehabilitation. There is a naval regimental system in place to 
assist families of deceased personnel both in harness and owing to other eventualities: 4,100 Veer Naris in the 
north and central region, and 429 in Delhi. In the past year, 120 Veer Naris have received grants, 15 have been 
made part of a tipper truck scheme and 25 children of Veer Naris have received scholarships. One of them is 
even running a Mother Dairy outlet in Palam, while another is running a stationary shop in Naraina. Further, the 
foundation stone for the Widows’ Hostel has been laid and the project is likely to be completed soon.

SAKHI

Sometimes we all need to be heard — and understood. Sakhi is an initiative that helps family members of our 
community overcome their personal problems and anxieties through counselling, guidance and advice from a 
trained counsellor, who is available as required at the three NSBs. All discussions are completely confidential.
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SAMUDRI

Retail therapy takes on a new dimension at Samudri, the NWWA Shop. In its attractive avatar at NOM Varidhi 
in the Varuna complex, the ambience and array of items from across India lend themselves to leisurely 
browsing. The shop is well-stocked with the latest designs of kurtis, mix-and-match parallel pants, palazzos 
and salwar sets. Maheshwari and pure chiffon saris and dupattas are also available. New on the shelves are 
some beautiful leatherite handbags and a unique range of costume jewellery made from ‘pull-up tabs’ of drink 
cans, which has been added to the existing silver and fancy jewellery items.

SANCHAR

A new team has taken over the reins of Sanchar, brimming with ideas for the year ahead. Beginning our new 
innings by compiling and editing information and images for this edition of Varuni, we are looking ahead with 
excitement to Veerangana 2017. With the aim to showcase the camaraderie, bonhomie and sense of family 
that define the naval community, our theme is ‘Bonding’. We invite original articles (not exceeding 800 words), 
anecdotes (not exceeding 200 words) and poems in Hindi and English as well as photographs on this theme. 
Do write in with your heart-warming experiences so intrinsic to the naval way of life. Tell us about the friends 
that have become family; recount the shared highs and lows, from the housewarmings and pot-lucks to 
impromptu celebrations and weekend getaways—in essence, let’s celebrate our unique community! We await 
your response at veerangana12@gmail.com. You can also drop off your contributions at NWWA Kendra at 
NSB Chanakya Bagh. Come unleash your creativity! 

SANKALP

Believing in the motto, 
‘Together We Can’, 
Sankalp endeavours to 
create a loving and 
caring atmosphere for 
special children of the 
naval community. A 
weeklong workshop 
was conducted from 
4-8 April by NWWA 
counsellor Mrs Neerja 
Thergaonkar and senior 
special educator Mrs 
Shruti Bisht to train 
teachers on using the 
FACP (Functional 
Assessment Checklist 
for Programming) for 
each child. This 
assessment tool, with an inbuilt periodic evaluation facility, provides for qualitative and quantitative 
measurement to monitor the progress of children. Further, the facilities in the physiotherapy department were 
augmented by adding equipment costing about Rs 1 lakh, thanks to a grant from the DNPF. Former President 
NWWA, Mrs Minu Dhowan visited Sankalp on 28 May to inspect the new additions to the physiotherapy room. 
On 13 May, the last working day before the summer break, Sankalp bid farewell to its principal Mrs Sapna 
Singh and special educator Ms Chhaya Gupta—they shall be missed.
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TARSH

Scraps of cloth found in the ruins 
of Mohenjo-Daro provide 
evidence that the ancient 
Indian art of block-printing, a 
process that takes time, 
teamwork and skill, was 
practised as long ago as 3000 
BC! The block-printing unit of 
NWWA (NR) took wing six 
years ago under the Women 
Empowerment initiative. The 
raw material is procured from 
the local market and the 
designing and printing are 
executed by a team of 
employed ladies and 
volunteers. This spring, there 
were a large number of 
personal orders, some of which 
were completed before the unit closed for the summer break. Sukant, a special child, continues to print 
wrapping sheets that are sold at Samudri, the NWWA shop. The unit reopened after the break on 13 June. 

UDYOGIKA

Udyogika is a unit where ladies of the naval community get the 
opportunity to unleash their creativity and become self-reliant. 
Here, ladies trained in fashion technology execute various 
designing, embroidery and stitching orders. The unit produces 
a range of garments, from salwar kameez, skirts and kurtas to 
palazzos and sari blouses, and accessories such as cushion 
covers and potlis. The creations of Udyogika are on display at 
Samudri, the NWWA store, where items can be purchased and 
orders placed. Courses in fashion technology and hobby 
classes will begin soon.

WELFARE

The Welfare team has been abuzz with events and activities aplenty. Highlights before the summer break 
included a Milan at NSB II to bid farewell to Mrs Medha Murugesan, Vice-President NWWA; a skit competition 
on ‘Life in the Navy’, conducted between the three Kendras (NSB I , NSB II and NSB III); and a special farewell 
Milan in May for outgoing NWWA President, Mrs Minu Dhowan.

All three Kendras reopened after the summer break on 15 June 2016, raring to go! The hobby classes have 
now resumed. An informative and insightful presentation on Early Child Development by TISS was organised 
on 5 July 2016 at Varunika in Chanakya Bagh. Interviews for the Kendra in charge, library and tailoring 
teachers were conducted on 12 July 2016 at all three Kendras. And the NWWA AGM was organised on 21 July 
at Varunika, Chanakya Bagh, where Mrs Reena Lanba, President NWWA, was welcomed by Mrs Aruna Korde, 
Welfare Coordinator. An annual report on NWWA activities was presented by Mrs Reyman Kochhar, NWWA 
Secretary, and Mrs Veena Venkat, NWWA Treasurer. The ladies of all three Kendras put up an enthralling 
entertainment programme celebrating the advent of ‘Sawan’.



 With women empowerment and welfare in mind, our President has pursued collaboration of 
NWWA with the reputed Tata Institute of Social Sciences (TISS), School of Vocational Education, 
to provide vocational training to our ladies with a Degree/ Diploma in ‘Bachelor of Vocational 
Education in Early Child Development Education’.  The courses will be conducted for one to three 
years.  She has further subsidized the course fee by Rs 12,000/- for each student of NWWA. 

 Mrs Lanba has also introduced an exclusive training programme  for naval  wives. Free of cost,  
this  12-month course has been  sponsored by ITC, with  an option of gaining employment with 
the company.

 The Creche is being renovated and upgraded with a good collection of toys, books, etc. to 
fruitfully engage our little ones while their mothers are attending various courses at NWWA,  
especially the TISS Program.

 In keeping with the changing times and in recognition of the invaluable time and effort of all the 
employees of NWWA, Mrs Lanba  has generously revised the honorarium and salary structure 
of NWWA across all regions.

 Mrs Lanba has initiated the renovation of the Little Angels School in Chanakya Bagh and Palam 
Bagh. The School will soon be handed over to the Navy, as has been in all other commands.

 With an aim to streamline the Udyogika and Tarsh units, Mrs Lanba is focusing on helping our 
ladies to achieve vertical specialisation in a certain line of products which would be stocked and 
sold at the Samudri shop at Varidhi Complex, Varuna Mess. Further, all orders to the Block Print-
ing Unit will now have to be to be placed at Samudri.

 The Sankalp School has now been handed over to the Navy to ensure professional management 
and sufficient funding for the overall growth of the organization.  As a parting gesture, a sum of 
Rs 5 lakh has been handed by Mrs Lanba to Sankalp in all commands.

 Mrs Lanba has directed that ‘Varuni’, the NWWA Newsletter, be standardized across all com-
mands and units. Keeping in mind the essence of NWWA, an increased focus on interaction and 
bonding among the ladies has been her prime objective with special focus on the newlyweds and 
young wives. She has declared this year as a ‘Year of Bonding for NWWA’ and our Annual maga-
zine “VEERANGANA” would also be based on this theme.

 Upgradation of all the NWWA Beauty Parlours   has been planned in a big way. The parlours are 
being upgraded with state-of-the-art equipment, also providing the much-needed relaxation & 
spa facilities to our community at affordable prices.
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new initiatives by our 
nwwa president

Mrs. Reena Lanba



of coffee mornings and milans ...

Welcoming President NWWA, Mrs. Reena Lanba

Together we can

Bonding - The essence of community



young artists 
from sankalp

BY LISA

BY UTSAV & RAMNIK

BY SRISHTI & LISA BY SUKHWINDERBY ASHISH

BY HARSHA BY LISA

BY NEELIMA & PRASANJIT BY VARUN & GAURAV
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